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in ' Stratocaster Discussion Forum ' started by a green strat , Jul 3, Fender Stratocaster Guitar
Forum. Messages: So I was wondering are jaguar pickups just strat pups with a metal claw I
was looking in to getting a johnny marr jaguar? Messages: 23, According to the article on
Wikipedia Unlike the Jazzmaster, the Jaguar was fitted with a shorter inch scale, fret neck and
featured smaller single-coil pickups with notched side plates that improved RF shielding,
making the Jaguar less prone to interference than the more popular Stratocaster and
Telecaster. Guitarmageddon , Jul 3, The shape and size of the coils are different so they can't be
the same. As far as sound goes, I wouldn't know. Maybe someone here or someone at Fender
can answer that Maybe I was wrong I didn't think a regular full sized Fender single coil would fit
under that cover They aren't the same. In terms of design, it's a single coil. In terms of structure,
it won't fit. The housing of a Strat is rounded while the Jag is Straight and sharp edged and
doesn't have that round bit that tells you which direction the pickup should be pointing. They
also have little sponges on which the pickups sit on, sorta like tele neck pickups that don't
screw onto the pickguard. They sit ontop of a sponge. Similar to the palm mute sponge on the
AVRI jaguar bridge. I love jags. If you're looking for them, Seymour Duncan Antiquities are
excellent for the price. I wish Lollar would make some. I'd buy those. As was said above the
pickups are different and they also sound different. Part of the difference in sound is the claw.
The best vintage Jaguar pickups are pre They have more low end and are more dynamic
sounding that the ones that came out in and after. You can sometimes find a vintage set for not
much money on ebay. The new stock Fender Jaguar pickups are more midrange-y. Messages:
3, The a Johnny Marr Jaguar comes with Bare Knuckle pickups, which are probably worth
something if you decide to swap them out. Also note: The Bare Knuckles in the MarrGuar with
the amended wiring are a separate beast altogether. Mekhem , Jul 7, You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? If you have
a Squier or CIJ Jaguar your covers may have a slightly wider 52mm pole spacing - But I do have
replacement covers to fit - And of course, you can still use your existing steel claws. Based on
the original Jaguar specs of the early 60s, I've created these vintage Jaguar style pickups as a
direct replacement for the modern reissues and those you find in Squier Jaguar guitars. Bright,
vintage sounds. Available in black, white or aged white parchment covers and with or without
the ferrous chrome-plated metal claws attached and wax potted to stop microphonic feedback.
Based on the original Jaguar specs of the 60s, I've created these vintage Jaguar style pickups
as a direct replacement for the modern reissues and those found in Squier Jaguar guitars.
Comes with Vintage style cloth covered lead wires. My rounder sounding version of the classic
Jaguar pickup. A great attacking, fatter bridge pickup with a sweeter, warmer voice in the neck.
The Alt '88 pickup was inspired by the alternative music scene of the mid-to-late '80s and after
feedback from Jaguar players the design has now been split into two distinct versions. Whereas
the "Alt '88 - Treble" uses thicker 42awg coil wire and taller, stronger rod magnets for a brighter,
more cutting sound, the "Alt '88 - Mid-Range" uses the same taller, stronger rod magnets but is
wound with thinner 43awg coil wire for a fatter, fuller, more mid-range voice. Both have been
designed to have similar, higher, more powerful outputs - the difference comes from how
they're voiced. With less in the higher frequencies the "Alt '88 - Mid-Range" sits in the band mix
better, not as dominant as the 'Treble' version, a little sweeter, less brittle, a little fuller, a little
darker - the more melancholy side to its brash alternative. The Alt '88 range has been a real
labour of love and these pickups and have gone through numerous changes before launch just

to get them right. Whereas the the "Alt '88 - Mid-Range" uses the same taller, stronger rod
magnets but is wound with thinner 43awg coil wire for a fatter, fuller, more mid-range voice, the
"Alt '88 - Treble" uses thicker 42awg coil wire and taller, stronger rod magnets for a brighter,
more cutting, attacking sound. With more in the higher frequencies the "Alt '88 - Treble" can
dominate in the mix a little more, that bit more aggressive, attacking, cutting - the brash side to
its darker, warmer alternative. Essentially the idea was to design a raw, more primal sounding
pickup to work with the existing Jag wiring for pure, modern alternative sounds and styles of
playing. A single plated steel blade sits at the heart of the design inside a much more tightly
scatterwound coil of thinner 43awg coil wire, and I experimented with a variety of magnet
grades and sizes until finally working on a duo of custom made, square bar Alnico 5s. Available
in a stark black or white open face design, the new Jaguar Dark Line pickups are direct drop-in
replacements, designed to turn that Fender or Squier Jag into a much more powerful guitar - I
spent a long time getting the design of these just right, putting them aside, coming back to them
- They had to be right. The lower in output, 42AWG coil wrapped around Custom Alnico 5
magnets gives you that cutting voice that sounds great with effects a little phase, a little chorus
;-. To achieve this the coil is wound slightly shorter with a looser scatterwound pattern to
achieve the balance I was looking for. The thicker coil wire gives a seemingly low output but
don't let that fool you into thinking these pickups don't work as hard as the more classic Jag
pickups. For me, the sightly thicker 41AWG coil wire helps to emphasise the naturally 'scooped'
sound of those late '60s, lower output Jag Pickups whilst keeping the perceived 'volume' or
'loudness' at similar levels. The winding pattern and magnets I use help to stress this even
more. I know there a few other people making similar scooped Strat pickups using different
designs but for me, and ultimately it is a personal thing, I settled on this final design after much
testing and prototyping. NOTE: Due to the nature of Jag Bridge pickups in general, The Skinny
'Scooped Mids' Jaguar Bridge is a very dry, cutting, bright pickup and I personally like to use
one of my Classic '62 or '64 instead in this naturally bright bridge position but I do know many
do like the more brittle, bright scooped sound here - Its a personal thing really, just thought I'd
mention my own preference. If you'd like this bridge option instead, just leave me a note at the
checkout stage or email me and I'll know to make it a custom order for you. With its six
adjustable pole pieces and dual magnet design, the new Jaguar Sized P90 pickup is great if
you're after that fat single coil P90 sound. In the middle position you'll stil get the classic
crunchier sound, just a fatter, more rounded version. Great for a more attacking, grittier style of
playing. As the geometry of the Jag pickup differs from a standard P90 in terms of width of coil,
the sound will be a little brighter but still with the warmth and fatter single coil voice you'd
expect from a P90 design. I've designed the P90 Jaguar pickup with custom magnets to let the
strings vibrate a little more adding to the warmth in the sound. The adjustable poles allow you
to match the your neck radius for better string balance. Its a very simple process, just
unscrewing and re-screwing - simple as that. With a choice of magnets, you can choose to have
a warmer or brighter version. Alnico 2 'holds' the strings a little less, allowing them to vibrate a
little more freely giving a perceived slightly warmer, more resonant sound. Ceramic, being
stronger, holds the strings a little more giving a slightly more attacking, slightly brighter, more
focussed, less richer sound. Alnico 5 offers a slightly brighter, more attacking characteristic
than Alnico 2 but a little more rounded than the ceramic option. Wanting these pickups to be
something special I've had custom chrome plated Jag covers manufactured. These aren't
plastic covers, they're very thin brass that I've had chrome plated. I designd these after
feedback from Jag players who loved the brighter standard Sonic '60s I made for them but
wanted a fatter, hotter, more mid-range version in their 2nd Jag to compliment - Not everyone
has two Jags so if you're looking for more mid-range to your sound, and want something a little
different, an alternative to the classic bright Jaguar pickup, then maybe the new Sonic '60
'Mid-Range' pickups could be for you. Whereas the standard Sonic '60s are wound with thicker
42awg coil wire and are available in a variety of Alnico magnet choices, I spent a long time on
the new 'Mid-Range' 43awg versions and concluded, after much testing, that the stronger Alnico
5 and Alnico 8 versions worked best. You can choose either based on your own preference,
Alnico 8 being the strongest with a little more output and more cooler focus whereas the
slightly weaker Alnico 5 is that little bit sweeter but with slightly less attack. These aren't plastic
covers, they're very thin brass that I've had custom tooled and chrome plated. I took this idea to
the Sonic '60 range for a new coil-tapped design. Not everyone has two Jags so if you're looking
for more modern versatility and a wider pallete of sounds, from bright to mid-range - then
maybe the new 'Twin-Sound' range is for you. Available in Alnico 2 for a slightly warmer overall
sound or Alnico 5 for a slightly clearer, more defined, attacking sound, I spent a long time
getting these new 'Twin Sound' coil tap Sonic '60 pickups just right. Alnico 2 works well for the
bridge but with the naturally darker neck position, I tend to prefer the stronger ALncio 5. I took

this idea to the Alt '88 range for a new coil-tapped design. Available in Alnico 2 for a slightly
warmer overall sound or Alnico 5 for a slightly clearer, more defined, attacking sound, I spent a
long time getting these new 'Twin Sound' coil tap Alt '88 pickups just right. If you'd like to chat
about a custom designed set with different magnet choices, just get in touch. Also, if you'd like
to buy them as a single bridge, middle or neck, just drop me an email and we can work on the
best design for you to balance well with your existing setup. Available in black, white or aged
white covers and with or without the ferrous chrome-plated metal claws attached and wax
potted to stop microphonic feedback. All the comments below were either emailed to me or
posted to my Twitter or Facebook pages. I don't have pickups all boxed up ready to send out,
each order is custom made which means I can modify the specifications to suit you, your
playing and your guitar. The presence of the instrument is total in the room. And good punch.
And so much less noise. In the 2nd position it's total silence. Can't wait to record with it this
weekend. I have recorded both in my own studio and in studios around Stockholm. Hey Jaime,
Got my jag alt '88s all wired up and it was exactly what I was looking for! Captures the jaguar
sound but with some extra heat. I was also pleasantly surprised with all the output how dead
quiet the pickups are. Plays with my effects well and gives me a wider range on tap playing with
my guitar's volume knob. My JM jag's series position even creeps into les paul territory. Great
job! Thank you Jaime. I got them all wired up and installed. I am very happy with them, cheers
from California! The balanced set make a massive improvement over the factory set on my
Squier VM Bass VI and the bridge pickup, in particular, is much more usable now for lead parts,
either on its own or in combinations. With the factory set, it was impossible to adjust the pickup
heights sufficiently to achieve a balanced output across all three pickups. For lead parts with
the tone knob turned up, they sound more like an early 60's set so you can easily channel your
inner Jet Harris with confidence. For bass parts, they are equally at home and provide more
output than the factory set. I would recommend this set for anyone wanting to upgrade or
replace their Bass VI pickups. These are everything I would have wanted the Bareknuckles in
my J Marr to be. Unfortunately, I don't mess with signature guitars for the resale value
otherwise I would have replaced them. As it stands, I'll likely be selling off the J Marr Jag and
keeping the Jag that now has your pickups and a Mastery bridge. These clearly have what I
have come to view as the Creamery trademark sound: chiming, shimmering and, with gain
turned up, attitude, with just enough harmonics to make things interesting. The fact that they
look good with the chromed covers doesn't hurt things either. Hi, Just thought I'd drop you a
line to say that I finally got round to fitting the Jag pickups I ordered from you, and they're
excellent: turned my Jag into a really useable instrument that sounds great. Big improvement
on the stock pickups. I Love it! It really brought the guitar back to life. Again I love it. Hi Jaime
,just to say I received my Alt 88 pickups on Friday and installed them in my jag today, They
sound fantastic! Hiya Jaime, I just got my guitars back a couple of days ago with the new
pickups. Both sets are fuller, louder and more responsive, just a great set of pickups! They are
absolutely fantastic. I'm running the Jaguar through an Orange OR15 and it sounds great.
Really alive! I must say the pickups sound fantastic - noticeably more meaty while still retaining
that classic jaguar sound in all positions. I play an early 60s jag but never had the original
pickups, so I've been through quite a few different combinations over the years These pick ups
are fantastic everything i wanted and more. Well worth the money. Will recommend you to
others. The jazzmaster sound is much more muscular,a solid resonant bottom and mids with a
really creamy chime to the highs,absolutely no icepickiness.. I havent adjusted the pole pieces
and cant see why i would. Open chords sound like im playing into a unison effect. Its the
Malkmus Pavement sound. Love it! The alt 88s make my jag sound like I would have expected a
fender jaguar to sound, warm, twangy, wet, glassy, chimey. Before I swapped the pickups in my
guitars there wasnt to much of a tonal difference between them other than their respective
outputs. Now they both have very distinct tonal characteristics. Cant wait to get the
broadcasters. Have a good one. I've been meaning to e-mail for a while, really just to say how
pleased I am with the pickups for my Jaguar. The pickups really have saved this guitar from
being left in the corner or worst, sold and never seen again! Currently running through a Fender
Blues Deluxe with Fulltone OCD pedal, this guitar now sounds the business - really impressed
with the warmth, depth and those subtle 'extra' tones that come through on a sweep. One of my
friends has always been sceptical of Jaguars and in particular was never impressed with my
one until now - the Creamery Pickups have definitely converted him! I'm now looking at my
stock Gibson SG standard now and the cogs are turning I was on the verge of selling the guitar
because no matter what pickups I put in it, it just never spoke to me. Now it sounds great! Hi
Jaime, I've been using your alt. Since the pickup swap I've been in love with the sonic sounds
my Jap Jaguar produces, it's has that mellow growl I've been looking for in my guitar sound. So
thanks again for this dream come true. Telecaster Humbuckers P90 Jaguar. Remember Me. Log

in. Direct drop-in replacement Jaguar size Pickups in custom chrome for a richer, rounder
sound. Hotter, grittier, dirtier Jaguar sounds. Designed for darker, sleazier, more alternative
styles of playing. A Hotter, Warmer Jaguar Sound. A great attacking bridge pickup with a
sweeter voice in the neck. Creamery Jaguar Pickups. Loyalty Points. What are points worth?
Points are worth a 1p discount for every point you redeem. How many points will I earn when I
shop? We display the number of points available for a product on the product's page on our
website. Normally we'll give you one point for every pound you spend, but watch out for double
and triple points deals for even more savings! The Jaguar was released by Fender in the early
'60s as their Jack-of-all-trades instrument. Offering tonal versatility, short-scale playability and a
striking aesthetic that stood out from the crowd, it struck a chord with the surf-rock crowd who
wanted something a little different. Skip nearly 60 years forward, and the Jaguar has a colourful
history of players across the musical spectrum. It remains popular for being a short-scale
alternative to the Strat or Tele. Some with humbuckers, some with simplified controls â€” and of
course, the Jaguar bass. Check out our full Fender Jaguar selection below! Typical Jaguar
switching is very similar to Jazzmaster switching. A rhythm and lead switch selects 2 different
circuits. With the rhythm circuit engaged, you'll only be using the neck pickup. With the lead
circuit engaged, you can switch between both pickups. The 3-way switch is replaced with a set
of 3 individual switches. The first switch is a mid-cut, which squeezes mid frequencies of both
pickups. This lets you use the circuit switch as a sort of killswitch. There are 3 main differences
between Jaguars and Jazzmasters. A Jaguar usually has either single-coils or humbuckers,
while Jazzmaster will commonly feature soapbar-style single-coil pickups. Finally, a Jaguar
commonly has a 24" scale length compared to a Jazzmaster's The Fender Jaguar traditionally
has 2 single-coil pickups in the bridge and neck positions. Some varieties also feature
humbuckers to offer a fatter sound. Both the Fender Jaguar and Mustang are short-scale
guitars, often with a 24" scale length. Their body shapes are slightly different, with the Mustang
featuring slightly more subtle curves. The company is owned by Fender, and they use different
materials and components, and manufacture overseas - this makes them more affordable. The
courier will contact you to arrange payment of these fees. Read more. This item has been
successfully added to your list. Continue Shopping. Track Your Order Wish List. Making
Musicians Since Andertons Loyalty Points Scheme Earn loyalty points whenever you shop at
Andertons Redeem points for discounts on your next purchase Online, in store or over the
phone, earn and use points however you choose to shop No need to sign up - points are added
automatically when you make a purchase! How Loyalty Points Work What are points worth?
Search Search. Suggested keywords menu. Account Cart. Popular Brands Shop All Brands.
Laminate Tops Acoustic Piezo vs. Soundhole Pickups Dreadnought vs. View all Guides. Should
I buy a Shell pack or drum kit? Beginners guide to cymbals More Buyer's Guides. Browse
Catalogue Clearance Epic Deals. New in Drums Electronic Drum Bundles. Do I want an electric
or acoustic kit? Clearance Epic Deals. More Less. Filter by Press enter to collapse or expand the
menu. Facet Value Fender 15 Fender Facet Value Black 1 Black 1. Show All Show Less. Facet
Value Offset 13 Offset Facet Value Alder 15 Alder Facet Value Yes 1 Yes 1. Facet Value Maple 15
Maple Facet Value 24" and Under 13 24" and Under Fender Vintera '60s Jaguar in 3-Tone
Sunburst. Fender Vintera '60s Jaguar in Ocean Turquoise. Price pending. Compare Add more to
compare Added. Back to Products Filter Category by:. Clear All Done. Recommended Products.
Fender Jaguar FAQs. How does Jaguar switching work? What's the difference between a
Jaguar and a Jazzmaster? What kind of pickups do Jaguars have? What's the difference
between a Fender Jaguar and a Fender Mustang? What's the difference between a Fender
Jaguar and a Squier Jaguar? Customers Love Us! Customer Experience. Well packaged, prompt
delivery. Read all. Mr Hoang Nguyen. Good service. Good everything Read all. Happy customer.
Very happy with product, price and delivery. The online presence esp. YouTube is what makes
Andert Michael Hutton. Smooth and trouble free. Quality product as described and delivered on
time, even during covid Read all. Mr Robert Nicholson. Good delivery as usual! Excellent
company. Excellent company for ky music gear and excellent aftersales support. Keep doing
good job guys :- Read all. Friendly, efficient and fast! Excellent friendly service. Fast delivery
and very helpful. Price matched a guitar fo me no problem Mr steven maertens. Heel lang
moeten wachten op de bestelde gitaar De communicatie verliep hierover ook heel moeilijk Read
all. Quick delivery. Ordered a set of twisted tele pickups. They sound heavenly Read all. Mr
Anthony Wilding. Good advice. Great service Read all. Adam in Swansea. Quick delivery, easy
transition, good price. Despite the fact that I ordered late on a Saturday night my pedal turned
up on Monday morning. Good service, great price. The item was very reasonably priced Read
all. Andrew Vaughan in Horsham. Very happy buying with Andertons. Very happy with buying
from Andertons. The guys were really helpful on the phone and even managed to Mr Martin
King. Quick delivery at a great price! Quick delivery at a great price. Kept me informed of

progress every step of the way. I'm impressed! Mr Kevin Chua. Very fast and secure shipping,
guitar is nicely setup Read all. Product working fine, delivery as expected. Straightforward and
reliable Read all. Mr Stephen Mann in Wales and Devon. Awesome company. Great to deal with,
excellent communication and service, highly recommend andertons, my number one c Excellent
after sales service. The delivery was quick. But where Andertons excelled was the after sales
customer service. I thought JustinGuitar Beginners Songbook 1. Product Rating. Sign In or
Register to access your lists. Sign In. Create a new Wish List. Save Cancel. Wish list created
successfully. Contact Us On Contact Form. Sign up for our newsletter Please enter a valid email
address. Quick Info Content. Kinman Jaguar pickup with it's one-piece special non-magnetic
Claw which we make In-house. Our Jaguar pickups are based on our Strat models, however
since Jags have a shorter scale length the sound will be deeper, more throaty with more guts
providing a k volume pot is used, rather than the 1 Meg original pot in Fender Jaguars which
makes the sound brighter and therefore thinner. Kinman pickups for Jaguar are direct
replacements and no mo
custom 2000 chevy tahoe
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ford escape starter
dification to the guitar is required except for changing the lower volume pot to k so the pickups
sound their best. However the upper volume pot is 1Meg and that causes the neck pickup to
sound brighter and thinner when the upper slide switch is in the 'UP' position. Same if the lower
Volume pot remains the original 1Meg. With and without Kinman logo. Use your original covers
for other colors. We include a special non-magnetic Claw attached to the pickup. The original
Chromed steel Claw must not be fitted to the Kinman pickup. Click the Tabs at the left for details
of the following Models available Some people will call these noiseless Jaguar pickups but
Kinman prefers to describe them correctly as Zero-Hum Jaguar pickups. Kinman reserves the
right to change specifications from time to time as required for improvement or sourcing of
component parts. Please Wait Sign Up. Sign Up Login. Home Guitar Jaguar. Jaguar Single
Pickups Punk-Jag. Learn More. Buy Now. Guitar Pickups. Bass Pickups.

